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中 文 摘 要 ： 此計畫研究客語中的「倒置」雙賓結構，其中客體賓語不需目標介
系詞之引介即可出現於目標賓語前，恰與一般雙賓結構賓語出現語
序相反。本計畫指出倒置的「動詞-客體-目標」之順序對不同動詞
類型具共存之選擇關係，並進一步論證此種構造是以雙補語與格結
構作為其基底形式，並進行介系詞合併操作後衍生而出。此研究所
提出之形式句法分析能適切地解釋客語雙賓結構之詞序現象及觀察
到的各項語法特性。

中文關鍵詞： 雙賓動詞、與格結構、雙賓結構、倒置雙賓結構、客語

英 文 摘 要 ： This project deals with the 'reverse' double object
construction in Hakka, where the theme NP precedes the goal
NP without being mediated by an adpositional goal marker. I
show that the reverse V-theme-goal order is sensitive to
verb types and suggest this construction takes the double-
complement dative structure as its underlying form with a
subsequent P-incorporation operation. This formal syntactic
account is shown to capture the word order alternations and
grammatical properties observed in Hakka ditransitives.

英文關鍵詞： ditransitive verbs, dative structure, double object
structure, reverse double object construction, Hakka
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一、 前言 Forward 

 

The proper derivation and characterization of double object constructions 

have long been a subject of heated debate. In the generative literature, various 

analyses have been proposed to explain why complements of ditransitive verbs 

in many languages from different families display ordering alternations and 

why apparently more than one distinct structure is allowed. A huge number of 

works have attempted to examine whether there is any derivational relation 

between the ditransitive constructions with similar meanings and the 

theoretical consequences that follow. Along this line, this project investigates 

the alternating structures encoding the complements of ditransitive verbs and 

to explore the questions of whether Hakka ditransitive constructions are 

associated with the kinds of argument structures attested in languages such as 

English. In particular, although there are quite a number of previous studies 

that work on Mandarin Chinese ditransitive constructions, their counterparts 

in Hakka have been paid little attention from the generative grammar 

perspective in the literature. Therefore, this project fills in such a gap and 

contributes to the overall discussion. 
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二、 研究目的 Research Objectives 

 

Ditransitive predicates select two internal arguments, a theme and 

typically a goal. As in many other languages, ditransitive verbs in Hakka allow 

two distinct structures, the double object construction and the dative 

construction. In the former, the goal (or indirect object) precedes the theme 

(or direct object); in the latter the goal is introduced by the goal marker bun1 

and follows the theme. Yet, a third ordering alternation is productive in Hakka 

ditransitives; that is, the theme can precede the goal without any overt 

prepositional element standing in-between as in (1).  

 

(1) Reverse double object construction (V-theme-goal) 

gi  sung rhid gi bid ngai2     

he  give  one CL  pen me 

‘He gave a pen to me’. 

 

Such ordering is categorically impossible in its related languages such as 

Mandarin.3 Given the V-theme-goal sequence is opposite to the more oft-seen 

                                                 
1 It has been observed in the literature that the Hakka word bun, meaning ‘to give’ in its basic 

sense, assumes a variety of grammatical functions. In addition to being a ditransitive verb, 

bun can be a goal marker, indicating its following noun phrase as a recipient of a transaction, 

or a complementizer-like element that links two clauses. It can also function as a causative 

marker or a passive marker. Interested readers can refer to previous analyses on the relevant 

(poly)-grammaticalization processes and semantic extensions that give rise to bun’s various 

functions (see Lai 2001, 2004, 2015, Chiang 2006, Huang 2012, 2015, Cheng and Hsieh 2011, 

Yeh 2017). 
2 The Hakka dialect this study works with is based on the Northern Hailu variety spoken 

mainly in Taoyuan, Taiwan. The spelling conventions used here follow from the system 

promulgated by the Ministry of Education of Taiwan. 
3 Reverse double object constructions are attested in Cantonese, though Cantonese is reported 

to impose additional phonological and/or emphasis constraints on this order alternation (Xu 

and Peyraube 1997, Tang 1998). Hainan Min also allows V-theme-goal but, very different 

from Hakka, it disallows the order of typical double object constructions in which goals 
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object ordering in the double object construction, I refer to it as the reverse 

double object construction for ease of explication and focus on its syntactic 

representation. Note that, though previous works like Lai (2001) mention that 

patterns like (1) are restricted to cases where the indirect object is pronominal, 

but the informants I consulted with do not find such a distributional 

restriction; rather, the indirect object can be, for instance, proper names as 

well. Therefore, in this project, I assume the V-theme-goal ordering is 

generally possible with all NP types though admitting the possible existence of 

certain subdialectal differences. 

 It is intriguing to further note that the occurrence of reverse double 

objects is actually sensitive to verb types, which is unnoticed in the literature. 

Though many Hakka verbs apparently can take two complements, they display 

very different behavior and thus should be further distinguished. In the below 

I classify verbs into different types based on their properties and name each 

type by one representative verb. As illustrated below, only ditransitive give-

type verbs allow reverse double objects (i.e. V-theme-goal) while the other 

types do not: 

 

(2) Give-type: verbs that inherently signify acts of giving 

a. gi sung ng bag ngai     

he  give  five hundred me 

‘He gave 500 dollars to me.’ 

b. gi sung ng bag bun ngai   

he  give  five hundred BUN  me 

‘He gave 500 dollars to me.’ 

c.  gi  sung ngai  ng bag     

he  give  me five hundred 

‘He gave me 500 dollars.’ 

 

 

 
                                                                                                                                            
precede direct objects altogether (Lee 2011). 
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(3) Cook-type: verbs that are typically transitive but apparently can take 

a goal 

a. *apo zhu rhid-von mien  ngai    

grandma cook  one-CL noodle  me 

Intended. ‘Grandma cooked a bowl of noodles for me.’ 

b. apo  zhu  rhid-von mien bun ngai  

grandma cook  one-CL noodle BUN   me 

‘Grandma cooked a bowl of noodles to/for me.’ 

c.  *apo   zhu  ngai  rhid-von mien    

grandma cook  me one-CL noodle 

Intended: ‘Grandma cooked me a bowl of noodles.’ 

 

(4) Teach-type: illocutionary verbs of communication 

a. *gi gau rhin-vun ngai     

he  teach English me 

Intended: ‘He taught me English.’ 

b. *gi gau rhin-vun bun ngai   

he  teach English BUN  me 

Intended: ‘He taught English to me.’ 

c.  gi  gau ngai  rhin-vun     

he  teach  me English 

‘He taught me English.’ 

 

(5) Eat-type: transitive verbs that can take an extra affectee/source 

argument4 

a. *gi shid rhid-von mien ngai    

he eat one-CL noodle me 

Intended. ‘He ate a bowl of noodles to/for/from me.’ 

                                                 
4 This class introduces the so-called pseudo double object constructions (5c), in which the 

indirect object is interpreted as an affectee/source, but not a goal, thereby distinguished from 

the cook-type. Moreover, we keep the division between teach-type and eat-type due to their 

semantic differences (cf. Tsai 2012). 
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b. *gi shid rhid-von mien bun ngai   

he eat one-CL noodle BUN me 

Intended. ‘He ate a bowl of noodles to/for me.’ 

c.  gi  shid ngai  rhid-von mien   

he eat me one-CL noodle 

‘He ate a bowl of noodles on/from me.’ 

 

The results are summarized below: 

 

(6) 

 give cook teach  eat 

RDOC √  X X X 

Dative √ √ X X 

DOC √ X √ √ 

 

I next address the analysis possibilities that might contribute to the ordering 

restriction and then show that the dative analysis is the proper account in 

capturing the rise of reverse double object constructions. 

 

三、 文獻探討 Literature Review 

 

As already shown in the project proposal, Hakka dative and double object 

constructions differ in several significant ways. For instance, only double 

objects but not the dative constructions allow the causation construal; the 

goal argument in double object constructions must be animate though it can 

be anything in dative constructions; the goal phrase in the double object 

construction asymmetrically c-commands the theme but the structural 

relation is the other way around for the dative construction. Moreover, Hakka 

reverse double object construction resembles the dative construction both in 

terms of their syntactic and semantic properties. Based on these differences, 

the current discussion does not assume the two constructions to be 

derivationally related (Larson 1988) but rather they are derived from distinct 
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underlying structures (Pesetsky 1995, Harley 2002).  

Current approaches that assume dative and double object constructions 

come with distinct underlying structures can be divided into two major types. 

One is an approach that involves a decompositional structure with an 

embedded null predicate (Pesetsky 1995, Harley 1995, 2002). For instance, 

Harley (2002), representative of this approach, proposes that the verb give 

consists of a CAUSE component and either an abstract preposition that 

encodes possession (PHAVE) in the case of double objects or one that encodes 

location (PLOC) in the case of dative constructions.  

 

(7) John gave Mary a letter.  
 

vP  
ei 
DP        v' 

5    ei 
John v       PP 

             |       ei 
           CAUSE   DP          P' 

5     ei 
Mary      P         DP 

|              5 
PHAVE    a letter 
 

(8) John gave a letter to Mary.  
 

vP  
     ei 

DP             v' 
5     ei 
John      v           PP 

                   |        ei 
            CAUSE    DP      P' 

5     ei 
a letter     P              PP 

|                 5 
PLOC            to Mary 
 

 
In contrast, the other approach makes use of some additional head, e.g. an 

applicative head, to introduce the goal DP in double object constructions 
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(Marantz 1993, Miyagawa and Tsujioka 2004, Bruening 2010). Under this 

approach, the theme in the double object construction is an argument of the 

verb while the goal is introduced by an applicative head that comes between 

the verb and Voice. On the other hand, the dative construction lacks Appl, 

instead having both the DP and the PP as arguments of V. 

 

(9) John gave Mary a letter.  

VoiceP  
     ei 
DP    Voice' 

5     ei 
John    Voice        ApplP 
                   ei 
              DP        Appl' 

5     ei 
Mary   Appl         VP 

ei 
      V    DP    

|   5 
     give    a letter 
 
(10) John gave a letter to Mary.  

VoiceP  
     ei 

DP       Voice' 
5     ei 

John   Voice      VP 
                           ei 
              DP         V' 

5     ei 
a letter     V     PP 

|         ei 
give      P    DP    

|   5 
     to        Mary 

  

 

Next I focus on the dative structure since I have shown that Hakka reverse 

double object construction behaves on a par with the dative construction. I 

further propose that the word ordering patterns of Hakka reverse double 
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objects can be accommodated by the dative structure assumed in the second 

approach whereas those properties are not compatible with a small clause 

structure. Specifically, I argue that Hakka reverse double object construction 

can be well captured by a system of combining such double-complement 

representation and the incorporation mechanism (Baker 1988). 

 

四、 研究方法及結果討論 Method and Result Discussion 

  

In this section I summarize the major findings from this project and the 

theoretical consequences they lead to. I discuss different cases respectively 

according to the verb classification provided earlier 

(A) give-type. Incorporation refers to the general process of moving an 

X0 from an independent base structure position to combine it with another Y0 

in the syntax. This process is known to be constrained by the Empty Category 

Principle (ECP) (Chomsky 1981), which basically regulates that the empty 

category left by head movement must be inside the immediate complement of 

the head targeted by movement and be head-governed by it; in other words, 

an X0 can only move to adjoin to the lexical head which governs this X0.5 

Given these, I argue that the reason why give-type verbs in Hakka allow 

reverse double objects is because they are genuine ditransitive verbs, whose 

argument structure includes the dative configuration like (10); in this 

configuration the goal marker bun can adjoin to V0 and its trace gets properly 

licensed since the verb subcategorizes and governs it.6 On the other hand, 

                                                 
5 Since ECP requires traces must be both head-governed and antecedent-governed, the latter 

amounts to Relativized Minimality (Rizzi 1990), which in the case of head movement 

effectively derives the Head Movement Constraint. Recent re-interpretations of ECP can refer 

to Chomsky (2015) and Rizzi (2016). 
6  P-incorporation has been long observed to be attested in Chinese languages (Li 1990, 

Sybesma 1999, Feng 2003, Peck and Sells 2006). It has been independently shown that an 

incorporated P can, or in some cases must, be absent. The current fact that the incorporated 

bun gets invisible and inaudible is natural enough in terms of empirical and theoretical 

considerations. In morphology, a complex combination can be identical in form to the stem 
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such incorporation (and hence the possibility of having a phonologically silent 

goal marker) is not possible under a small-clause structure like (8) since the 

verb will not behave as a proper governor for an empty category in the goal 

marker position: the verb does not subcategorize for the goal argument and 

the goal marker is not located within the immediate complement to the verb.  

(B) teach-type and eat-type. As stated above, the reverse double 

object construction is derivationally dependent on the dative structure and 

takes it as the underlying representation. Accordingly, the emergence of V-

theme-goal order entails the existence of the dative configuration (V-theme-

to-goal) for a given verb. This prediction is met by the teach-type and eat-type 

verbs: since the two types lack the dative variant, reverse double objects are 

impossible. In other words, Hakka teach-type and eat-type verbs are 

associated only with the (apparent) double object structure7 and, therefore, 

they do not sanction the V-theme-goal order since its derivational origin does 

not exist at the outset. 

(C) cook-type. Following the current proposal, an immediate question 

arises for the cook-type verbs: why does the cook-type disallow reverse double 

objects even though it seems to permit the V-theme-to-goal order? Despite 

superficial appearances, I suggest that cook-verbs in fact do not sanction the 

dative structure like (10), but rather the bun morpheme in these apparent 

                                                                                                                                            
itself, just as cut plus the past participle is still cut (cf. Baker 1988). Additionally, this is also 

found in similar cases of other languages. For instance, Ackema and Schoorlemmer (1994) 

show that, in Dutch, after an A-marked preposition incorporated into the verb, such 

incorporation deletes the morphological and phonetic content of the preposition and thus on 

the surface this syntactic complex is isomorphic to the verb in its bare form, strikingly similar 

to the current case. Accordingly, it is reasonable to assume that P-incorporation doesn’t 

necessarily leave phonetic clues on the surface and its outcome can be audibly indistinctive 

from the original source. 
7 This is not surprising when we consider more languages. For instance, German does not 

show a dative alternation with core dative verbs such as give: 

(i) *Ich gab einige  Blumen  zu diesem   Mädchen. 

I.NOM  gave some.ACC flowers.ACC  to  this.DAT  girl.DAT 

‘I gave some flowers to this girl.’ (Hameyer 1979) 
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dative sentences is in fact a verb. That is, cook-verbs are transitive but not 

ditransitive verbs such that they are not predicates inherently associated with 

the dative configuration in terms of argument structure. Precisely, as 

represented in (11), the bun phrase in the cook-verb cases should be analyzed 

as a bare purposive clause adjoined to the main clause (cf. Lin and Huang 

2015 on Mandarin gei). Here, bun as a verb introduces a purposive clause, 

which serves as a secondary predicate on the matrix object, and the 

predication relation is established by making the purposive clause a null-

operator construction whose null operator is co-indexed with the matrix 

object. The merger of the bun phrase in the case of transitive verbs like cook is 

licensed by the resultative complementation rule, which alters the aspectual 

properties of the sentence by providing a natural endpoint for the cooking 

process in (11) (Snyder 2001, Lin and Huang 2015). 

 

(11) [a-poi      zhu    rhid-von mienj [OPj [Proi bun ngai ej ]]] 

grandma cook  one-CL noodle  give me 

 

In this view, incorporation (i.e. authorizing a phonologically null goal 

marker) in cook-type sentences is excluded since transitive verbs do not 

subcategorize or govern such a bun phrase, thus failing to license the 

incorporation in question.8  

 To recapitulate, I first examined Hakka reverse double object 

construction based on a set of established empirical generalizations on 

ditransitive verbs and showed that its syntactic and semantic properties are 

analogous to those of the dative construction. I then argued that Hakka 

                                                 
8 On the other hand, teach-type and eat-type are semantically incompatible with a bun 

purposive phrase taking a recipient since the object of teach-type is not something that can be 

physically transferred to be accepted and the extra argument that eat-type takes is a source 

instead of a goal. Thus the merger of bun-phrase to the two types cannot be licensed by the 

resultative complementation rule either. In other words, the two types do not tolerate the 

bun-phrase on the surface because neither argument selection nor resultative 

complementation rule allows its presence. 
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reverse double object construction takes the double-complement dative 

structure as its underlying form with a subsequent P-incorporation operation. 

This account was shown to capture the word order of reverse double objects 

and to explain the different object ordering possibilities observed with distinct 

verbs types.   

 

五、 計畫成果自評 Self-Evaluation 
 

 

This project deals with a productive, though cross-linguistically less-

familiar, ordering alternation in Hakka ditransitives, in which the theme NP 

precedes the goal NP without being mediated by a goal marker. I have 

examined a number of previous works and presented a review of published 

works on discussion of double object configuration. A comprehensive 

empirical characterization of the ditransitive constructions in Hakka is also 

provided. In particular, I have shown that the reverse double object placement 

is actually sensitive to verb types and Hakka verbs that apparently can take 

two complements need to be distinguished based on their distinct 

compatibilities in object ordering. I also offer a discussion on whether Hakka 

reverse double object construction should be considered a variant of double 

objects or rather a dative variant. Two major current ditransitive theories and 

their consequences are summarized; it is argued that Hakka reverse double 

object construction should receive the dative analysis, which works in tandem 

with the incorporation mechanism.  

This study has achieved some major empirical and theoretical results, 

which are supported by certain recent lines of research in syntax. Some of the 

major results were presented in conferences and have been written as a 

manuscript submitted to a journal.  I believe this project has contributed 

considerably to understanding the ensuing empirical and theoretical 

implications as described above, with a better comprehension of ditransitive 

configurations universally as an ultimate goal. It is believed that the results of 

this project can provide a solid ground for future inquiry into the relevant 
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issues. 
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presentations arranged among two to three para-sessions, four keynote 
speeches and a round-table discussion session named Chinese syntax seen from a 
distance. Owing to the thoughtful organization, the participants could make the 
most opportunities to provide their feedbacks and interact with each other, 
compared to many large-sized conferences with hundreds of attendees; thus I 
had received a great deal of constructive comments from specialists. My 
presentation was scheduled on September 29 in the afternoon.  
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二、 與會心得 

 
 In the presentation, I presented part of the results from this project since 
this was still an ongoing work at the time of presentation. I gained valuable 
comments from the spectators, including many well-known scholars. In 
particular, these comments helped me in refining the empirical 
generalizations I arrived at and also led me to dig deeper into the relevant 
historical perspectives of the phenomenon. Overall this experience benefited 
me greatly in sharpening the relevant argumentation in further developing 
the project. Moreover, in this conference, many internationally well-known 
linguists including James Huang, Jo-wang Lin, Niina Zhang, Chinfa Lien, 
Luigi Rizzi, Guglielmo Cinque, Waltraud Paul, Henk van Riemsdijk, Alain 
Peyraube, Victor Pan made their presence and it was indeed a great pleasure 
to meet them and to learn about their insights on various issues. 

 

三、 建議 

 
The 10th International Conference of the European Association of Chinese 

Linguistics was a huge success. I don’t have anything particular to add. The 
venue arrangement was wonderful in that it gave the attendees rich 
opportunities to interact around the key ideas; besides, as I mentioned earlier, 
the participants had many opportunities to really get to know each other and 
the projects other people worked on.  

In general, EACL has been a friendly and important forum for presenting 
new theories and exchanging novel ideas that bear on Chinese languages with 
theoretical interests. I participated and presented in the past EACL 
workshops (EACL-8, EACL-9); every time I attended this conference, I got 
plenty of precious feedback on the projects I was working on. And this time is 
no exception; I am happy to have the chance to be part of it. Again, I am 
thankful for the MOST for providing the generous funding that granted me 
the chance. 

 

四、 攜回資料名稱及內容 

 
Materials that I brought back with me included the conference abstract 

book and assorted handouts of presentations.  
 



五、 發表論文資料 

 
In the following I attach the program, invitation letter and the abstract for 

reference. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



There are TWO CONFERENCE VENUES: The University of Milan (Università degli Studi di 

Milano UNIMI) and The University of Milano-Bicocca (Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca 

UNIMIBicocca). Please consult http://eacl10.wixsite.com/2018/travel-accommodation. 
 

The pre-conference reception (27/9) and the first conference day (28/9) will take place at the University of 

Milan, in a building located in Piazza Indro Montanelli, 4, Sesto San Giovanni. 

 

The second conference day (29/9) will take place in the University of Milano-Bicocca's building U7. The 

U7 building has two entrances, one in Via Padre Gerardo Beccaro and one in Piazza dell'Ateneo Nuovo. 

 
Day 0, 27 September 2018 – Università degli Studi di Milano UNIMI 

Piazza Indro Montanelli, 4, Sesto San Giovanni  

 Room T-8  

16.00 – 18.30 Registration  

 Room “Sala Riunioni”  

17.00 – 18.30/19 Pre-conference reception  

 

 

Day 1, 28 September 2018 – Università degli Studi di Milano UNIMI 

Piazza Indro Montanelli, 4, Sesto San Giovanni  

8.30-9.30 Registration  

 Room T-8  

9.15-9.30 Opening by the organisers  

 Room T-8 Room T-13 Room P-3 

CHAIR Carlotta Sparvoli Giorgio F. Arcodia Gugliemo Cinque 

9.30-10.00 Carmen Lepadat 

 

(Meta)pragmatic 

reflections on the 

modal particle 嘛 ma: 

speakers’ perception 

and naturally 

occurring language 

Mateja Petrovčič 

 

A comparison of 

Chinese Web 2011 

Corpus and the 

Hanku Corpus 

through the prism of 

young words 

Marco Casentini 

and Mara 

Frascarelli 

 

Null subject in 

Chinese: an 

experimental 

analysis 

10-10.30 Vittorio Tantucci 

and Aiqing Wang 
 

Illocutional 

concurrences: A holistic 

analysis of spontaneous 

evaluative speech acts in 

spoken Mandarin and 

British English 

Bianca Basciano & 

Sofia Bareato 

 

Chinese affixes in the 

Internet era: a 

corpus-based study 

of X-族 zú, X-党 

dǎng and X-客 -kè 

neologisms 

Huba Bartos 

 

Overt controllees 

as pronounced 

chain links 

10.30-11 Chiara Piccinini 

 

The role of ránhòu 然
后 and nà 那 in 

Chinese language 

conversation 

 Niina Ning Zhang 

 

Predicate-Internal 

Phrasal Movement 

11-11.30 Coffee break  
  

http://eacl10.wixsite.com/2018/travel-accommodation


CHAIR Chiara Piccinini Redouane Djamouri Luigi Rizzi 

11.30-12 Liliya Kholkina and 

Si Qiang 

 

The semantic field 

SHARP: historical 

development and 

dialectal diversity 

Giorgio F. Arcodia 

 

On a possible 

convergence area in 

Northern China 

Chang Liu 

 

Yige xuesheng hen 

congming 'One 

student clever', 

Internally Headed 

Relative Clause or 

Appositive 

Clause? 

12-12.30 Yin Zhong, Sicong 

Dong and Chu-Ren 

Huang 

 

Lexical Differentiation 

in Mandarin Chinese 

Sensory Lexicon  

Pui Yiu Szeto and 

Chingduang 

Yurayong 

 

Typological 

variation across 

Sinitic in relation to 

its neighboring 

languages 

Jo-Wang Lin and 

C.T. James 

Huang 

 

Constraints on 

Anaphoric and 

Bound Pronouns 

in Mandarin 

Chinese 

12.30-13 Victoria Almonte 

 

A preliminary 

investigation on the 

translations of the 

names of animals and 

their cross-cultural 

representations in 

Song dynasty 

geographical works 

Milena Lazzaretti 

 
‘Zài ma ?’, or the 

expression of 

existence and 

location: contrastive 

study on copular 

expressions in 

Mandarin and Wu 

languages 

Chyan-An Arthur 

Wang 

 

A New Analysis of 

Multiple Sluicing 

in Mandarin 

Chinese 

13-14.30 Lunch Break 

 Room T-8 

CHAIR Waltraud Paul 

14.30-16.30 Round table: Chinese syntax seen from a “distance” 
 

Guglielmo Cinque, Some notes on Chinese relative clauses (seen 

from a distance) 

Maria Teresa Guasti, Children's acquisition of relative clauses in 

Mandarin 

Luigi Rizzi, The cartography of the clausal periphery in Chinese: 

some results and some questions 

Henk van Riemsdijk, West meets East, a reappraisal of  the analysis 

of gapless relative clauses in European and East Asian languages 

 

16.30-17.00 Coffee break  

 Room T-8 Room T-13 Room P-3 

CHAIR Françoise Bottéro Maria Teresa Guasti Niina Ning Zhang 

17-17.30 Thekla Wiebusch 

and Alain Peyraube 

Affectedness and 

identifiability as 

criteria for 

differential object 

marking in Medieval 

and Pre-Modern 

Chinese 

Boping Yuan and 

Lulu Zhang 

An incremental model of 

L2 speech production 
mechanisms–

Developmental evidence 
from syntactic priming 

of object ellipsis in L2 

Chinese speech 
production 

Edward Ruoyang 

Shi and Joana 

Rosselló 
Chinese Classifiers 

in Schizophrenic 

Speech and its 

reflections on 

linguistic theorizing 



17.30-18 Redouane Djamouri 

 

Diachronic analysis 

of the interrogative 

item hé in Archaic 

Chinese 

Anna Gavarró and 

Jingtao Zhu 

 

Very early 

comprehension of 

word order in 

Mandarin 

Ruan Yufeng 

 

Syntax of numeral 

classifiers in 

Mandarin Chinese 

 

 

Day 2, 29 September 2018 - Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca UNIMIBicocca 

Building U7: Piazza dell'Ateneo Nuovo / Via Padre  Gerardo Beccaro  

 Room U7-11 Room U7-12 Room U7-13 

CHAIR Alain Peyraube Huba Bartos Jo-Wang Lin 

9.30-10.00 Maria Rosaria 

Gianninoto 

 

Chinese linguistic 

historiography in the 

last decades: main 

trends and approaches 

Waltraud Paul 

 

The encoding of 

finiteness in Chinese 

Mingya Liu, 

Yenan Sun and 

Anastasia 

Giannakidou 

 

Numeral yi 

‘one’ as domain 

restrictor in 

Mandarin 

Chinese 

10.00-10.30 Françoise Bottéro 

 

The notion of cí 詞 in 

the Shuō wén jiě zì 說
文解字  

 

Victor Pan 

 

Deriving apparent 

narrow scope of 

Sentence-Final 

Particles in Chinese 

Chinfa Lien 

 

Aspectual 

adverbs and 

event types in 

TSM 
 

10.30-11.00 Yuan Li 

 

Repetition Issues in 

Manuscripts of 

Radical System 

Chinese Character 

Dictionaries : A Study 

of Tenreibanshōmeigi 

Chen Zhao and Alain 

Rouveret 

 

Chinese Objects: the 

case of the verb 

copying construction 

Carlotta 

Sparvoli 

 

The néng de-

constructions. 

Different 

scenarios of 

occurrence and 

modal 

contribution 

11-11.30 Coffee break 

 Room U7-11 

11.30-13 EACL general assembly 

13-14.30 Lunch Break  
  



CHAIR Thekla Wiebusch Victor Pan Chinfa Lien 

14.30-15.00 Hui-Shan Lin 

 

Special tone-

prominence 

interaction in 

Kunming 

Yangyu Sun 
A voice interpretation of 

the Mandarin ba-

construction and its 

syntactic analysis 

C. W. Y. Lau 
On the study of 

adverbial 

conjunctions in 

Mandarin Chinese 

and Cantonese 

15.00-15.30 David Uher 

 

Tonal assimilation in 

Pekinese: dialogue 

Tsai-Heng Tiffany 

Yang 

 

LF Movement of the 

Interrogative 

Disjunction Operator 

in Mandarin Chinese 

Hsiao-Hung 

Iris Wu 

 

Hakka 

Ditransitive 

Constructions 

and Argument 

Structure 

15.30-16 Suzanne Burdorf 

and Christoph 

Anderl 

 

Mirroring Speech? - 

An analysis of the 

usage of phonetic 

elements in the 

Lóngkān shǒujìng 龍
龕手鏡 

Feifei Li, Joan 

Borràs-Comes and 

M. Teresa Espinal 

 

Multiple negative 

expressions and Single 

Negation in Mandarin 

Chinese 

 

Sheng-Shiung 

Wu and Chia-

Lu Chiang 

 
On phonological 

characteristics of 

Sino-Korean 

pronunciations as 

preserved in Jeju 

dialect 

16-16.30 Coffee break 

 

Chair  Cindy Wan Yee Lau 

 

 

16.30-17  Hsiao-Yin Pan 

 

Categorical perception 

in Taiwan Sign 

Language 

 

17- 17.30  Murielle Fabre 

 

Chinese Left-

periphery: mapping 

cartographic ordering 

in the brain 

17.30-18.00 Closing remarks by the organisers 

19.30 Conference dinner 
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EACL-10 notification for paper 21 
1 封郵件

EACL-10 <eacl10@easychair.org> 2018年5月10日 上午3:15
收件者: Hsiao-Hung Iris Wu <iriswu@ntnu.edu.tw>

Dear Hsiao-Hung Iris Wu, 
We are pleased to inform you that your abstract entitled Hakka Ditransitive
Constructions and Argument Structure has been accepted for presentation at EACL-
10. The remarks by the reviewers are included in this message and you are
encouraged to take them into account for your talk. 
Please confirm your attendance by sending a message before May 31 to: 
eaclten@gmail.com. 
If we haven’t heard from you by then, your slot will be assigned to an alternate paper.
In general we would very much appreciate if you could inform us in case you have to
change plans and cannot attend the conference. 
We also need an updated abstract (1 page in pdf format) with your name, E-mail and
affiliation by mid-June, to be sent to: 
eaclten@gmail.com. 
In case you have not done so already, please provide pinyin transliteration and word-
for-word glosses for every example. 
 
Further information concerning the registration fees etc. will soon be available on the
conference website: 
http://eacl10.wixsite.com/2018 
 
Best wishes 
EACL-10 Organizing committee 
 
 
----------------------- REVIEW 1 --------------------- 
PAPER: 21 
TITLE: Hakka Ditransitive Constructions and Argument Structure 
AUTHORS: Hsiao-Hung Iris Wu 
 
Overall evaluation: 2 (accept) 
 
----------- Overall evaluation ----------- 
Interesting paper offering a fresh analysis of the ditransitive construction in a
nonstandard Sinitic variety. I am not quite sure I follow the Author's argumentation in
the last paragraph of the abstract: how does her analysis imply that "Mandarin and
Taiwanese counterparts of the Dative alternant are actually serial verb constructions"?
I assume s/he will explain this in her/his talk. 
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TITLE: Hakka Ditransitive Constructions and Argument Structure 
AUTHORS: Hsiao-Hung Iris Wu 
 
Overall evaluation: 2 (accept) 
 
----------- Overall evaluation ----------- 
Interesting analysis. 
 
 



Hakka Ditransitive Constructions and Argument Structure 
Keywords: ditransitives, incorporation, Hakka 

 
This study investigates the syntactic encoding of Hakka ditransitive constructions and the 

pertinent implications on linguistic variation. In generative grammar, the proper derivation of 
ditransitive constructions has long been a subject of heated debate because apparently two 
distinct structures are allowed: the prepositional dative (1a) (hf. Dative alternant) and the 
double object construction (1b) (hf. DOC alternant). 
  
(1) a. John gave an apple to Marry. 

b. John gave Mary an apple. 
 
In Hakka, interestingly, there is yet another order that is used productively -- a ‘reversed’ order 
of DOC (hf. RDOC), in which the direct object (i.e. the theme) immediately precedes the 
indirect object (i.e. the goal) without being mediated by an adposition or goal marker as in (2b). 
 
(2) a. gi  bun  ngai  rhid gi bid  (DOC) 

he  BUN  me  one CL  pen 
‘He gave me a pen.’ 

b. gi bun  rhid  gi bid ngai  (RDOC) 
he  BUN  one  CL  pen me 
Lit. ‘He gave a pen me.’ 

 
In this talk, I argue that the Hakka RDOC should be analyzed as a Dative variant with a 

covert dative marker, based on its similarities to the regular Dative alternant: animacy 
restriction, causative interpretation and structural relations. Moreover, I argue that this 
construction favors the applicative analysis (Marantz 1993, Bruening 2001) and refuses the 
small clause analysis (Harley 2002) in that, under the former analysis, the verbs compatible 
with the RDOC order are those that introduce the argument structure allowing the dative 
marker to be incorporated to the higher subcategorizing verb (Baker 1988). Hence the apparent 
missing dative marker gets properly licensed. On the other hand, the possibility of having a 
covert dative marker is not sanctioned in the small clause structure since, under this view, the 
verb cannot not serve as a proper governor for an empty category in the dative marker position. 

This analysis has interesting implications on the typological variations. For instance, 
following the current analysis it is predicted that the Mandarin and Taiwanese counterparts of 
the Dative alternant are actually serial verb constructions, in which the apparent dative marker 
(i.e. gei and hoo) are verbs. In this sense, Mandarin and Taiwanese do not have genuine dative 
constructions, but rather, their apparent dative constructions are formed by introducing a 
purposive clause under a transitive verb (cf. Lin & Huang 2015, Cheng et al. 1999). 



科技部補助專題研究計畫出席國際學術會議心得報告 

                                                          2018 年 12 月 15 日 
 
 

 

報告內容應包括下列各項： 

一、 參加會議經過 

 
Owing to the generous funding of the Ministry of Science and Technology, I 

had the great opportunity of presenting in the Eighth International Conference 
on Formal Linguistics/ICFL-2018, hosted by Zhejiang University in Hangzhou, 
China. The conference allotted 138 talks, in addition to 3 keynote speeches. I 
arrived in Hangzhou one day prior to the conference. My presentation was 
scheduled on November 24rd in the morning. I planned to stay at the on-campus 
hotel run by Zhejiang University and booked/confirmed the booking with the 
organizers several times before the conference. However, when I got to the hotel, 
the receptionist told me that no booking record linked to my name can be 
retrieved. Even worse, there was no vacancy available that night. Therefore, I, 
along with other fellow presenters, had to find some other place to stay on our 
own (and it was already past 10 pm and raining). Other than the conference 
itself, I hope the organizers could be more considerate and pay more attention to 
accommodation arrangement.  
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二、與會心得 

 
This was a large-sized conference, probably the greatest international 

conference on formal linguistics in terms of its size. There were six parallel 
sessions at the same time, each focusing on different research subfields. The 
merit of such an arrangement was that one could choose the talks that he/she 
was most interested in from the huge selection and perhaps hopped among 
session as well. The downside was that the number of participants for each 
session might be quite unevenly distributed and there might be too little 
audience for a particular talk, especially for a subfield that is not that ‘popular’. 
This way, it might be disadvantageous for presenters who were in face of this 
situation. Though my talk didn’t have this kind of problem, this would be 
something to take into consideration for future conference planning. I gained 
valuable comments from the chair and spectators, which helped me greatly in 
sharpening the relevant argumentation in further developing the project.  

 

三、建議 

 
As mentioned earlier, though a large-sized conference has its pros, however 

one of the cons is that the audience might be too unevenly scattered; for some 
talks the venue would look somehow deserted and little meaningful exchange 
could take place. Moreover, since the focus for some parallel sessions was similar 
(e.g. syntax-semantics), the interested audience might be forced to move and hop 
among different sessions. Usually this planning would work fine if everything is 
under control; however, if unexpected reasons (e.g. the bad time management of 
the presenter or the session chair) delay the proceeding of some sessions, the 
overall arraignment would get disturbed so that audience hopping among 
different venues might cause disruption for the presenters. This time, the very 
first session got seriously delayed since the preceding keynote speech was 
overtime. As such, all of the following sessions got delayed. All these factors 
might be taken into considerations in the future for all conference organizers.   

 

四、攜回資料名稱及內容 

 
Materials that I brought back with me included the conference abstract 

book and assorted handouts of presentations.  
 



五、發表論文資料 

 
In the following I attach the program, invitation letter and my abstract for 

reference. 
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议程详表/Detailed Program 

11 月 23 日（星期五）/Nov. 23 (Friday) 
 

时  间/Time 事  项/ Proceedings 
联系人/ 
Contacts 

09:00-21:00 报到注册：启真酒店一楼大厅 
Registration: Qizhen Hotel Lobby 

胡叶浩 
Yehao Hu 

17:30-19:30 晚餐：藕舫厅（酒店二层）Supper: Oufang Hall (2nd Floor) 

19:30-20:30 
组委会成员会议：东五教学楼 201 会议室 
Organizing Committee Meeting: Conference Room 201, 
Teaching Building 5, ZJU 

待定 
TBD 

注：  23 日未能完成注册的与会学者，可于 24 日 07:00-07:50 到启真酒店三层启真厅外补办
注册手续。23 日晚上要用餐的学者请在表中所列时间内到指定餐厅就餐。 

Note: Those scholars who are unable to register on Nov. 23rd can register outside Qizhen Hall on the 
3rd floor of Qizhen Hotel at 07:00-07:50 on Nov. 24th. And those scholars who plan to have 
supper at the hotel on Nov. 23 are recommended to do so within the time window specified in 
the above table. 
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11 月 24 日（星期六）/Nov. 24 (Saturday) 
 
 

全体会议/Plenary Session 
 
地 点：启真厅（启真酒店三层）                         11 月 24 日 
Venue: Qizhen Hall (3rd Floor, Qizhen Hotel)                   Nov. 24 

时  间/Time 事  项/Proceedings 主持人/ 

Moderators 

08:00-08:20 

开幕式/Opening Ceremony 

程工（浙江大学外国语言文化与国际交流学院院长）致

辞 
Address by Prof. Gong Cheng, Dean of School of International 
Studies, ZJU 

温宾利 

Binli Wen 

待定/TBD 

08:20-09:20 

主旨报告一  Keynote Speech I 

Timothy 
Angus 
Stowell 

Tense and temporal reference: Definiteness, 
specificity, and ellipsis 

李行德 

Thomas Hun-
tak Lee 

09:20-09:35 合  影/ Group Photo Taking 

09:35-09:50 茶  歇/ Tea Break 
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分组会议一 Panel Session I 

地 点：启真厅（启真酒店三层）                              11 月 24 日 
Venue: Qizhen Hall (3rd Floor, Qizhen Hotel)                        Nov. 24 

时  间/Time 报  告/ Presentations 主持人/ 

Moderators 

09:50-10:25 Chunyan Ning The salvage of the missing LF 

潘海华 
Haihua Pan 

10:25-10:50 Lukas Betz Chinese outer affectives and German ethical 
datives 

10:50-11:15 Manabu 
Mizuguchi Infinitival T and its labelability 

11:15-11:40 Hsiao-hung Iris 
Wu 

Ordering in ditransitive constructions and its 
implications 

11:40-12:05 Min Zhou 
A phase-based analysis of the derivational 
mechanism of typical embedded small clauses in 
English and Chinese 

12:05-13:20 午餐：藕舫厅（酒店二层）Lunch: Oufang Hall (2nd Floor) 

13:20-13:55 Sze-Wing Tang Syntax of the periphery: A unified cartographic 
analysis 

沈  园 

Yuan Shen 

13:55-14:20 Ting-Shiu Lin Derivation of Mandarin SOV sentences 

14:20-14:45 Liu Han 
On the syntax and semantics of comparative 
correlative constructions in English and 
Mandarin Chinese 

14:45-15:10 Chyan-an 
Arthur Wang 

On direct object restriction in Mandarin 
resultatives 

15:10-15:25 茶  歇/ Tea Break 

15:25-15:50 Bo Hu On the syntactic features of modal auxiliary verb 
and its relevant hypothesis 

张庆文 

Qingwen Zhang 

15:50-16:15 Wei Liu & Binli 
Wen 

The cartographic analysis of the modal adverb 
“fanzheng” 

16:15-16:40 Heyu Wang A syntactic account of Mandarin future modal 
Hui and futurity-denoting constructions 

16:40-17:05 

Xiaoqian 
Zhang, 

Yiqin Qiu & 
Xiaoshi Hu 

Complement or adjunct - post-verbal durative 
phrases in Mandarin Chinese 
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分组会议二 Panel Session II 

地 点：求是厅（启真酒店三层）                               11 月 24 日 
Venue: Qiushi Hall (3rd Floor, Qizhen Hotel)                         Nov. 24 

时  间/Time 报  告/ Presentations 主持人/ 

Moderators 

09:50-10:25 Fuzhen Si Grammatical phonetic modification of Chinese 
words 

程  工 
Gong Cheng 

10:25-10:50 侯典峰  

李  兵 
瓦罕塔吉克语分析性致使结构的例外授格

现象 

10:50-11:15 邓  盾 从分布式形态学看“炒饭”类双音节名词

性片段的性质与生成 

11:15-11:40 杨烈祥 汉语名量词重叠的分布形态研究 

11:40-12:05 周光磊 分布式形态学视角下的“Simpson 法则” 

12:05-13:20 午餐：藕舫厅（二层）Lunch: Oufang Hall (2nd Floor) 

13:20-13:55 Haihua Pan Are gapless relative clauses (GRC) really 
complement clauses? 

杨小璐 

Xiaolu Yang 

13:55-14:20 Peppina Po-lun 
Lee 

On the semantics of reduplicative classifiers in 
Cantonese: What implications does it have on 
domain restriction in Chinese? 

14:20-14:45 

Valentina 
Aristodemo & 

Charlotte 
Hauser 

A comparative study of temporal constructions: 
LIS vs. LSF 

14:45-15:10 Jixin Wang Eventive coercion in temporal modifiers 

15:10-15:25 茶  歇/ Tea Break 

15:25-15:50 姜兆梓 “鸡吃了”及其相关句式中的句法问题 

周长银 

Changyin Zhou 

15:50-16:15 王晓娜 “V1 着 V2”型连谓结构的句法分析 

16:15-16:40 杨大然 供用型可逆句的句法构造新探—生成建构

主义视角 

16:40-17:05 叶  狂 脚本理论下的省略结构研究 
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分组会议三 Panel Session III 

地 点：梨州厅（启真酒店四层）                               11 月 24 日 
Venue: Lizhou Hall (4th Floor, Qizhen Hotel)                         Nov. 24 

时  间/Time 报  告/ Presentations 主持人/ 

Moderators 

09:50-10:25 沈  园 Reciprocity, logical properties and cumulativity 

潘俊楠 

Victor Junnan 
Pan 

10:25-10:50 Cheng-Yu 
Edwin Tsai 

Scalar implicatures and the meaning of quantity 
wh-phrases under negation 

10:50-11:15 陈  莉 

潘海华 “都”的极项允准功能 

11:15-11:40 Yuli Feng 
A new look at the semantic properties of 
Chinese which-phrases: A non-free-choice 
perspective 

11:40-12:05 Dawei Jin 
Determining the role of dou-licensing in 
intervention effects of why-questions: An 
experimental study 

12:05-13:20 午餐：藕舫厅（二层）Lunch: Oufang Hall (2nd Floor) 

13:20-13:45 张吉生 
在形式音系学框架内的手语音系研究：兼论

手语音节的理据及特点 

胡  伟 

Wei Hu 

13:45-14:10 王晓培 汉语方言变韵构词中的声调变化 

14:10-14:35 魏梦洋 河南新密方言小地名“D 变韵”现象研究 

14:35-15:00 朱音尔 从标记理论看方言间互通不对称的音系理

据：以温州话和吴江话为例 

15:00-15:25 茶  歇/ Tea Break 

15:25-15:50 顾一鸣 赣榆方言连读变调的优选论分析 

张吉生 

Jisheng Zhang 

15:50-16:15 胡  伟 粘附组是韵律层级的必要组成部分吗 

16:15-16:40 尹玉霞 优选论框架下的普通话声调获得 

16:40-17:05 宋  曦 
《诗经·风》的句法结构和节律结构关系研

究 
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分组会议四 Panel Session IV 

地 点：阳明厅（启真酒店四层）                               11 月 24 日 
Venue: Yangming Hall (4th Floor, Qizhen Hotel)                      Nov. 24 

时  间/Time 报  告/ Presentations 主持人/ 

Moderators 

09:50-10:25 李  俊 

温宾利 祈使句中“了”的句法研究 

李京廉 

Jinglian Li 

10:25-10:50 黄钰婷 断定「有」的再探 

10:50-11:15 石  玉 “他是日本女人”中“是”的完句协助功能

研究 

11:15-11:40 叶家辉 粤语词缀“亲”的复句完句现象 

11:40-12:05 袁浩凤 汉语中“害”的句法制图分析 

12:05-13:20 午餐：藕舫厅（二层）Lunch: Oufang Hall (2nd Floor) 

13:20-13:55 Jialei Zhu & 
Dongfan Hua 

Syntax-semantics mismatch of the superlative: 
A cross-linguistic perspective 

伍雅清 

Yaqing Wu 

13:55-14:20 Marijana Marelj Cognate objects: Kin or lookalikes? 

14:20-14:45 

Na Gao, Peng 
Zhou, Rosalind 

Thornton & 
Stephen Crain 

The interpretation of disjunction and VP ellipsis 
in Mandarin Chinese 

14:45-15:10 
Huibin Zhuang 

& Liangbin Tian 

On the constructionalization of the structure 
“Vmotion + PATIENT + cognate objects” in 
Chinese 

15:10-15:25 茶  歇/ Tea Break 

15:25-15:50 李  燕 
关于现代汉语‘们’ 及‘名词+们’的几个问

题 

满在江 

Zaijiang Man 

15:50-16:15 徐贝贝 
非在言成分（not-at-issue content）及其在汉语

中的体现 

16:15-16:40 杨稼辉 

伍雅清 
分裂小句指称有定个体：来自汉语事件分裂

句的证据 

16:40-17:05 叶  子 复数的语义解读再探 
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分组会议五 Panel Session V 

地 点：舜水厅（启真酒店四层）                               11 月 24 日 
Venue: Shunshui Hall (4th Floor, Qizhen Hotel)                       Nov. 24 

时  间/Time 报  告/ Presentations 主持人/ 

Moderators 

09:50-10:25 Thomas Hun-
tak Lee 

Branching quantification and its implications 
for child language 

花东帆 

Dongfan Hua 

10:25-10:50 Jingtao Zhu & 
Anna Gavarró 

Word order in Mandarin 17-month-olds: An 
eye-tracking study 

10:50-11:15 

Shenai Hu, 
Francesca 

Costa & Maria 
Teresa Guasti 

The comprehension of relative clauses by 
Mandarin-Italian bilingual children 

11:15-11:40 冒  雯 

曾  涛 抽象结构对汉英句式启动的眼动研究 

11:40-12:05 周长银 

李芳、陈荣荣 
汉语关系从句加工的眼动研究 

12:05-13:20 午餐：藕舫厅（二层）Lunch: Oufang Hall (2nd Floor) 

13:20-13:45 曹道根 

胡建华 
汉语控制句中的显性受控项允准 

李行德 

Thomas Hun-tak 
Lee 

13:45-14:10 郭  洁 心智属性形容词的论元结构特征分析 

14:10-14:35 朴赫在 构成复合谓词的“来/去”的论元结构制约 

14:35-15:00 Hongguang 
Ying 

A relevance theory perspective on the grammar 
cognition interface 

15:00-15:25 茶  歇/ Tea Break 

15:25-15:50 Na Liu 
Some “DOR violations” and their implications 
on the syntax of Mandarin Ba and Bei 
constructions 

胡旭辉 

Xuhui Hu 

15:50-16:15 
Ruochen Niu & 

Timothy 
Osborne 

A dependency-based analysis of Bǎ
constructions 

16:15-16:40 
Lan Wu & 
Nakamoto 
Takeshi 

On Mandarin bèi passives 

16:40-17:05 Keith Tse Chinese ba and bei: Co-verbs, light verbs, 
voice and argument alternations 
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分组会议六 Panel Session VI 

地 点：存中厅（启真酒店四层）                               11 月 24 日 
Venue: Cunzhong Hall (4th Floor, Qizhen Hotel)                      Nov. 24 

时 间/Time 报  告/ Presentations 主持人/ 

Moderators 

09:50-10:25 贺川生 从叶尼塞和鄂尔浑碑铭中的逆序顺序数词看

古代突厥语计数系统的历史演变 

邓思颖 
Sze-Wing Tang 

10:25-10:50 Jiachun Li 
On the diachronic changes of the lexicalization 
patterns of events of causative state change in 
Mandarin Chinese 

10:50-11:15 苏  婧 形式句法理论视角下汉语非常规宾语结构的

古今差异 

11:15-11:40 王绍语 
成都话模态词“得”：客家话、普通话与成都

话的对比分析 

11:40-12:05 张圆圆 
谈动前·动后模态结构：从中原官话连云港方

言“得”字句谈起 

12:05-13:20 午餐：藕舫厅（二层）Lunch: Oufang Hall (2nd Floor) 

13:20-13:55 

Victor Junnan 
Pan, Jiyoung 
Choi, Huy 

Linh Dao & 
Sumikazu 

Nishio 

Interface strategy to wh-quantification: A 
comparative approach 

温宾利 

Binli Wen 

13:55-14:20 Changsong 
Wang A tale of two structures in Mandarin RV 

14:20-14:45 
Matthew 

Reeve & Ying 
Liu 

Focus- and background-marking in Chinese and 
English “clefts” 

14:45-15:10 Jianjun Qi 

A case study of the fact that “three glasses of 
wine” is always a left-branching construction: 
Two different semantic interpretations, the same 
syntactic structure 

15:10-15:25 茶  歇/ Tea Break 
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时 间/Time 报  告/ Presentations 主持人/ 

Moderators 

15:25-15:50 吴明军 
接口范畴对中国高级学习者英语代词约束特

性习得影响的研究 

毛眺源 

Tiaoyuan Mao 

15:50-16:15 
谢  敏  

常  辉 
汉语隐性和显性主语代词的回指偏向研究 

16:15-16:40 王远国 关系化动因研究 

16:40-17:05 戚欣佳 
汉语空主语和空宾语句可接受度的影响因素

研究 

 

 

其他活动/ Other Activities  

 

时 间/Time 事  项/Activities 

17:05-18:05 

学会换届选举（负责人：顾钢） 

Election of the Association of Formal Linguistics (Host: Gang Gu) 
地点：启真厅（启真酒店三层） 

Venue: Qizhen Hall (3rd floor, Qizhen Hotel) 

18:15-19:30 欢迎晚宴：藕舫厅（二层）Welcome Banquet：Oufang Hall (2nd Floor) 
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11 月 25 日/Nov. 25 
 

全体会议/Plenary Session 

 
地 点：启真厅（启真酒店三层）                               11 月 25 日 
Venue: Qizhen Hall(3rd Floor, Qizhen Hotel)                        Nov. 25 

时  间/Time 事  项/Proceedings 主持人/ 

Moderators 

08:00-09:00 

主旨报告二  Keynote Speech II 

Philippe David 
Schlenker Meaning in sign, in speech and in gestures 

沈  园 

Yuan Shen 

 
 

分组议程见后 

See following pages for panel sessions 
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分组会议一 Panel Session I 
地 点：启真厅（启真酒店三层）                              11 月 25 日 
Venue: Qizhen Hall (3rd Floor, Qizhen Hotel)                        Nov. 25 

时  间/Time 报  告/ Presentations 主持人/ 

Moderators 

09:05-09:30 Tiaoyuan Mao Derivation of low SFPs in Mandarin Chinese 
and FOFC 

徐  杰 

Jie Xu 

09:30-09:55 Guo Li Pseudo P-stranding in Chinese: Syntax-
prosody interface 

09:55-10:20 
Yang Yang & 

Wei-Tien 
Dylan Tsai 

An experimental study of the prosodic syntax 
of force shift 

10:20-10:35 茶  歇/ Tea Break 

10:35-11:00 Chang Liu Where and why definite effect goes away 

杨大然 

Daran Yang 

11:00-11:25 Yen-Ling Chen On the use of the progressives with adjectives: 
The hidden BEs in Chinese 

11:25-11:50 Xuhui Hu Encoding directional information in three 
Chinese varieties: A parametric account 

11:50-12:15 Jiajuan Xiong Encoding mechanisms of progressive aspect in 
Chengdu Chinese 

12:15-13:00 午餐：皓月轩（一层）Lunch: Haoyue Hall (1st Floor) 

13:30-14:05 徐  杰 主谓倒装，状语后置与汉语语音层移位 

韩景泉 

Jingquan Han 

14:05-14:30 王瑞珍  

温宾利 
定安话情态词□[ve55]的语义诠释及句法地

位 

14:30-14:55 梁  宵  

满在江 汉语浮游量化词的句法分布研究 

14:55-15:20 陆志军 
新描写主义视角下英汉语处所倒装句的对

比研究 

15:20-15:30 茶  歇/ Tea Break 
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分组会议二 Panel Session II 

地 点：求是厅（启真酒店三层）                               11 月 25 日 
Venue: Qiushi Hall (3rd Floor, Qizhen Hotel)                         Nov. 25 

时  间/Time 报  告/ Presentations 主持人/ 

Moderators 

09:05-09:30 唐雪培 汉语普通话学龄前儿童定中式复合名词构

词意识研究 

吴明军 

Mingjun Wu 
09:30-09:55 

Ziqi Wang, 
Xiaolu Yang & 

Rushen Shi 

Can 20-month-old Mandarin-learning toddlers 
differentiate unaccusatives and unergatives? 

09:55-10:20 Xiaohe Yuan A child language acquisition of counting and 
measure in Chinese numeral classifier phrases 

10:20-10:35 茶  歇/ Tea Break 

10:35-11:00 Mingming Liu Universal wh’s in Mandarin 

郭  洁 

Jie Guo 

11:00-11:25 Ying Liu A study of the semantics of mandarin “shi” 
constructions and their exhaustivity 

11:25-11:50 Linmin Zhang A post-suppositional account for comparatives 
in counterfactual antecedents 

11:50-12:15 Yilun Zhu Extreme predicative adjectives in Mandarin 
Chinese 

12:15-13:30 午餐：皓月轩（一层）Lunch: Haoyue Hall (1st Floor) 

13:30-13:55 
Lucia 

M.Tovena & 
Yan Li 

Adverbial quan in Mandarin Chinese 
柳  娜 

Na Liu 13:55-14:20 Rui-heng Ray 
Huang 

Deriving GEI in Mandarin passive and 
disposal constructions 

14:20-14:45 Minjie Gong Revisiting the semantics of bare NPs 
14:45-15:10 Qi Wang Zai tian shang, zai di xia 

15:10-15:30 茶  歇/ Tea Break 
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分组会议三 Panel Session III 

地 点：梨州厅（启真酒店四层）                               11 月 25 日 
Venue: Lizhou Hall (4th Floor, Qizhen Hotel)                         Nov. 25 

时  间/Time 报  告/ Presentations 主持人/ 

Moderators 

09:05-09:30 Matthew N. 
Czuba 

Tricky biased constructions (TBCs): Quasi-
denial and epistemic bias at the interfaces 

庄会彬 

Huibin Zhuang 09:30-09:55 
Yurong Li, 

Peng Zhou & 
Mingming Liu 

Donkey sentences: From weak to strong 

09:55-10:20 Bo Xue Pronouns in situations 

10:20-10:35 茶  歇/ Tea Break 

10:35-11:00 Rui Huang A thought experiment on: Does an 
ungrammatical wh-question make sense? 

叶    狂 

Kuang Ye 

11:00-11:25 Junjun Ma Two types of Chinese ma-question: A view 
from the syntax of answers 

11:25-11:50 
Chengdong 

Wang & 
Jingquan Han 

The syntactic derivation of English split 
questions 

11:50-12:15 Barry C.-Y. 
Yang 

On the metalinguistic negation of peripheral 
adjunct WHAT 

12:15-13:30 午餐：皓月轩（一层）Lunch: Haoyue Hall (1st Floor) 

13:30-13:55 何木璇 
汉语否定词句法分布探究：句法-语义接口

视角 

姜兆梓 

Zhaozi Jiang 

13:55-14:20 吉亚欧 汉语中两种不同的程度短语 

14:20-14:45 
李建波 

王晓庆 

数量词的事件标记义与句法表现：以陕西方

言为例 

14:45-15:10 赵  磊 汉语并列式复合词的生成机制研究 

15:10-15:30 茶  歇/ Tea Break 
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分组会议四 Panel Session IV 

地 点：阳明厅（启真酒店四层）                               11 月 25 日 
Venue: Yangming Hall (4th Floor, Qizhen Hotel)                      Nov. 25 

时  间/Time 报  告/ Presentations 主持人/ 

Moderators 

09:05-09:30 张  蕾 论“每”的加合性语义：兼论汉语中是否

存在限定性全称量化词 
李宝伦 

Peppina Po-lun 
Lee 

09:30-09:55 
张  敏 

杨稼辉 
唯一性是定指的充分条件吗？ 

09:55-10:20 
张庆文  

金  佳 
澄海话量名短语的语义解读及句法限制 

10:20-10:35 茶  歇/ Tea Break 

10:35-11:00 安丰存 名词性短语内部“一致”现象研究 

贺川生 

Chuansheng He 

11:00-11:25 田启林 空语类允准机制新探 

11:25-11:50 徐晓琼 法语复合时态助动词研究及语段运算 

11:50-12:15 Adam Zhiren 
Zheng 

The gradable elements of the possessive verb 
Ū “have” in (Taiwan) southern min 

12:15-13:30 午餐：皓月轩（一层）Lunch: Haoyue Hall (1st Floor) 

13:30-13:55 Timothy 
Osborne 

NPs rooted by adjectives: A dependency 
grammar account of the big mess construction 

潘俊楠 

Victor Junnan 
Pan 

13:55-14:20 Jinglian Li & 
Fanjun Meng 

Two instantiations of partial control in 
Mandarin Chinese 

14:20-14:45 
Yingying 
Wang & 

Zheng Wei 

Two kinds of intensification of the Chinese 
adverb “yiding” 

15:00-15:30 茶  歇/ Tea Break 
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分组会议五 Panel Session V 

地 点：舜水厅（启真酒店四层）                               11 月 25 日 
Venue: Shunshui Hall (4th Floor, Qizhen Hotel)                       Nov. 25 

时  间/Time 报  告/ Presentations 主持人/ 

Moderators 

09:05-09:30 白  冰 韵律对附加语歧义句信息结构的作用 

张智义 

Zhiyi Zhang 
09:30-09:55 

裴雨来 

邱金萍 
现代汉语“VP 和 VP”结构使用限制研究 

09:55-10:20 黄新骏蓉 汉语多次“重叠”结构的句法、语义研究 

10:20-10:35 茶  歇/ Tea Break 

10:35-11:00 张智义 
英汉语情态助词违实句的生成语法分析：难

点与对策 

裴雨来 

Yulai Pei 

11:00-11:25 张晨迪 倚变句“越…越…”的句法语义分析 

11:25-11:50 蔡激浪 模糊指称与乔姆斯基语义内在论 

11:50-12:15 佟和龙 

汪小祥 
基于最简方案框架的英汉双宾结构的推导 

12:15-13:30 午餐：皓月轩（一层）Lunch: Haoyue Hall (1st Floor) 

13:30-13:55 佟福奇 人称置换的 DRT 解释 

安丰存 

Fengcun An 

13:55-14:20 
谢丽丽 

贺川生 
“是”与“是不是”问句的倾向性 

14:20-14:45 袁梦溪 陈述句中的选择连词“还是” 

14:45-15:10 杨  舟 DP 分裂假说与汉语领有结构 

15:10-15:30 茶  歇/ Tea Break 
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分组会议六 Panel Session VI 
地 点：存中厅（启真酒店四层）                               11 月 25 日 
Venue: Cunzhong Hall (4th Floor, Qizhen Hotel)                      Nov. 25 

时  间/Time 报  告/ Presentations 主持人/ 

Moderators 

09:05-09:30 胡  伟 湘北赣语、湘语入声舒化的社会语音学研

究 

鲁  曼 

Man Lu 

09:30-09:55 Michael Opper 
& Yao Bian Allophony in Xichang Mandarin 

09:55-10:20 Ting Zeng 
The development of /*n-/ and /*l-/ onsets in 
middle Chinese: Aerodynamic and articulatory 
evidence from current Xiangxiang Chinese 

10:20-10:35 茶  歇/ Tea Break 

10:35-11:00 

Charlotte 
Hauser & 
Caterina 
Donati 

Labeling movement: New evidence and 
further complication from sign languages 

曾  婷 

Ting Zeng 11:00-11:25 
Esther Pascual 
& Maria Josep 

Jarque 

Interrogative constructions for relative clauses 
in signed languages 

11:25-11:50 Man Lu The morpho-syntax of perfective aspect in 
Tibeto-Burman languages 

12:00-13:30 午餐：皓月轩（一层）Lunch: Haoyue Hall (1st Floor) 
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全体会议/Plenary Session 

地 点：启真厅（启真酒店三层）                               11 月 25 日 
Venue: Qizhen Hall (3rd Floor, Qizhen Hotel)                         Nov. 25 

时  间/Time 事  项/Proceedings 主持人/ 

Moderators 

15:30-16:30 
主旨报告三  Keynote Speech III 

Andrew Ira 
Nevins 

Experimental morphosyntax in Slavic and Bantu 
languages Kevin Tang 

16:30-16:45 

闭幕式 Closing Ceremony 

形式语言学专业委员会现任会长总结致辞 
Address by the current Chair of the Association of Formal 
Linguistics 宁春岩 

Chunyan Ning 形式语言学专业委员会新任会长致辞 
Address by the newly-elected Chair of the Association of 
Formal Linguistics 

17:00-- 晚餐：藕舫厅（二层）Supper：Oufang Hall (2nd Floor) 

 

 

 



 

The 8
th

 International Conference on Formal Linguistics 

Letter of Invitation 

23
rd

 September, 2018 

Dear Prof. Hsiao-hung Iris Wu, 

 

We are pleased to advise you that your abstract, entitled “Ordering in Ditransitive 

Constructions and its Implications”, has been accepted for presentation at the 8
th

 

International Conference on Formal Linguistics (ICFL-8), which will be held in 

Hangzhou, China, on November 23-25, 2018. ICFL-8 is organized by the Chinese 

Association of Formal Linguistics and jointly sponsored by School of International 

Studies at Zhejiang University, School of Foreign languages at Zhejiang University of 

Finance and Economics, and Department of Linguistics and Modern Languages at 

Chinese University of Hong Kong. 

We hereby cordially invite you to attend the conference. Please be aware that you are 

supposed to register at Zhejiang University on November 23
rd

, 2018. Further details 

regarding the conference agenda will be duly provided to you. 

 

Looking forward to meeting you in Hangzhou! 

 

Best Regards, 

 

School of International Studies, 
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Ordering in Ditransitive Constructions and its Implications 
 
 

This study investigates argument ordering in ditransitive constructions and the pertinent 
implications on linguistic variation. In generative grammar, the proper derivation of ditransitive 
constructions has long been a subject of heated debate because apparently two distinct 
structures are allowed: the prepositional dative (1a) and the double object construction (1b). 
  
(1) a. John gave an apple to Marry. 

b. John gave Mary an apple. 
 
In Hakka, there is yet another order that is used productively -- a ‘reversed’ order of double 
object construction (hf. RDOC), in which the theme immediately precedes the goal without 
being mediated by an adposition or goal marker as in (2b). 
 
(2) a. gi  bun  ngai  rhid gi bid.   

he  BUN  me  one CL  pen 
‘He gave me a pen.’ 

b. gi bun  rhid  gi bid ngai.  
he  BUN  one  CL  pen me 
Lit. ‘He gave a pen me.’ 

 
I argue that the Hakka RDOC should be analyzed as a variant of prepositional dative with 

a covert dative marker, based on its similarities to the regular dative alternant: animacy 
restriction, causative interpretation and structural relations. Moreover, I argue this construction 
favors the applicative analysis (Bruening 2001) and cannot be accommodated under the small 
clause analysis (Harley 2002) since, in the former analysis, the verbs compatible with the 
RDOC order are those that introduce the argument structure allowing the dative marker to be 
incorporated to the higher subcategorizing verb (Baker 1988). Hence the apparent missing 
dative marker gets properly licensed. On the other hand, the possibility of having a covert 
dative marker is not sanctioned in the small clause structure since, under this view, the verb 
won’t behave as a proper governor for an empty category in the dative marker position. 

This study also talks about the interesting implications on the typological variations. 
Following the current analysis, one way to consider the Mandarin and Taiwanese counterparts 
of the prepositional dative construction is to say they actually involve serial verb constructions, 
in which the apparent dative marker (i.e. gei and hoo) are verbs. In this sense, Mandarin and 
Taiwanese do not have genuine dative constructions, but rather, their apparent dative 
constructions are formed by introducing a purposive clause under a transitive verb (cf. Lin & 
Huang 2015, Cheng et al. 1999). 
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